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Global Raciality 

Global Raciality expands our u d . . n erstandin f 
explonngformsofracismandanti- . . g O race, space, and place bV' 

lib . rac1st res1stan Id . ' address neo erahsm; settler colo ·a1· cewor wide. Contributors 
. ali . . ni tsm· race da d section ty; mun1grant rights; Islam h b. , ss, an gender inter-

investigate the dynamic forces pr 
0
ll~ 0 ta; and homonationalism; and 

. ope mg anti- . t l'd . ance cultures. Midway through th T racis so 1 anty and resist-
fervor across the globe, this expan: drump years and with arise in nativist 
variety found in the fight against e_ approach captures the creativity and 

rac1sm we see the Id 
Chapters focus on b th th . . wor over. 
. . ~ e immerSive global trajectories of race and 

racism, and the international variation in t -. . d . con emporary configurations of 
racialize expenence. Race, class and gender 1·d t'ti' 1 . . . , en 1 es may not on y be 
distmctive, they can extend across borders, continents~ and oceans with 
remar~~ble demonstrations of solidarity happening ail over the world. 
Palestlnians, Black Panthers, Dalit, Native Americans, and Indian feminists 
among others meet and interact in this context. Intersections between race 
and such forms of power as colonialism and empire, capitalism, gender, 
sexuality, religion, and class are examined and compared across different 
national and global contexts. It is in this robust and comparative analytical 
approach that Global Raciality reframes conventional studies on postcolo
nial regimes and racial identities and expression. 
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. _ 'Introduction 
Global Rac,iality: Empire, PostColoniality, 

DeColoniality 

PAOLABACCHETIA,SUNAINAMAlRA,AND 
HOWARD WINANT 

. . 

Race and Empire: The Situation Today · 

This book takes on the challenges of global raciality. Acrç,ss, many countries, 
often the most powerful in their regions, there has been a notable rise 
in right-wing, racist, or quasi-racist social movements, a shift that oft~n 
,extends beyond movements to state policies and practices~ In the US, 
Donald Trump rose to power on white supremacist ideology that specifi
cally addressed working-class white voters, and his first moves included a 
selective ban of Muslims from seven countries. In lndia, Hindu national
ists who target Muslims, other religious minorities, adivasis (indigenous 
peoples) and Dalits (untouchables) for assimilation or elimination, have 
been running the government for several _ years. In Latin America anti .. 
indigenism and anti-black policies and po!Itics are on t~e · rise, and Asian 
racialities are also being revived and politidzed. The right wing has ste~dily 
risen across much of Europe, deriving a great deal of its pqlitical energy 

from Islamophobia and negrophobia._ . . 1 • , -

At the same time, the world that we live· in today is more. deeply.-inter-
connected than ever and it is changing rap~dly. In many sites .across the 

1 



Maira and Winant 
acèhetta. ' . . 

. race racializat1on, and rac-t ·n question, • . 
dl SS of the governmen 1 . . al . ues of our time. Race 1s not globe regar e · polit1c 1ss « ,, c: 

. ' e of the most pressing 1 ) een as a racial other -1or 
is~ shape soanm d the tens of millions ofpeop ed(sthse world racial poli tics mat-
gomg away, . way Aroun ' 
Whatever reason-are not gomg a . "al i·nequality, nationalism, the legacy 

di · color rac1 b" · Th Migration, in gemsm, ' . t· onality are corn mmg. ese ters. f m ire and mtersec 1 . . 
of colonialism, the fact o e p , fr t the racial regime, or regimes 

tur s generally con on 
social forces and struc e "al practices and state structures. 

d . ty-first century soc1 . 
that are imbedde m twen tality and its attendant prachces, . etual war men • 
They are present m a perp . h d esulted in a massive loss of life, 

d h 1 . cal he1g ts an r 
that has reache_ _pat 

O 
ogi and the roduction of refugees at levels not seen 

destruction oflivmg space, d Tp 2008. Bakan 2005). Race and rac-
ld W Il (Maldona o- orres , 

since Wor ar "th th . fneoliberalism and the assault on the 
d 1 . lved W1 e nse o 

ism are eep Y mvo h t k ff around 1980 across the globe (Omi 
c. d elopments t at oo o 

wehare state, ev . . 989 h the "Washington consensus" 
d Winant 2015). Espec1ally smce 1 , w en . . 

an . d • anti-statism and assaults on social proVIachieved ideological ommance, " 1 d" ,, 
( hl . posed austerity and structura a JUStment · · f ail types nota Y rm 

s10rung o t d the poorer and darker populations of the world, in l"cies) have targe e • th 
po 

1 
th d E t and in the ghettos and banlieues of e North both global Sou an as - . 

r th t t of the globe is immersed m the current eco-and West So the iact a mos . . 
. ." . through an acceleration of poverty is not only a class mequahty nom1c cns1s 

henomenon·, but also a racial one. . . 
p Social control and repressive state appar~tuse~ are mcreasmgly o~gan
. d 1 . 11·nes Incarceration-especially m the US where prisons ize a ong rac1a 1 • . (D • 

20 b . e pr1·vatized and reliant on quasi-slave labor aVIs 05; are ecommg mor . . . 
D V Y 2016)-anti-immigrant pohc1es (notably on the US-Mexico 

u erna d · d d " h · l 
b d d · the Mediterranean and Aegean), an m ee et mec eans-or er an m . • · d · 
• ,, · e convulsing the planet. Race, rac1ahzat1on, an rac1sm mg campa1gns ar . . 

· 1· d · tate VI·olence against whole populations. An mcomplete are 1mp 1cate m s . . . . . 
list of the policies and practices of state v10lence m1ght 1~clude. poh_ce mur-

d ·11 ce and mapping· 1 incarceration; deportahon/expuls1on; and ers; surve1 an , . . . . 
forced assimilation. Central examples of these prachces mvolve the rac1al1-
zation of Muslims and Islam, and the use of state violence against peop~e 
of African descent (Agathangelou et. al. 2008, Alexander 2012). State ~oh
cies driven by national security ideology often operate a~ state rac_1~m, 
deploying extremely sophisticated and advanced technolog1cal ~apac1ties, 
for example, using surveillance (Browne 2015), post-GPS techmques, and 
other "panoptical" practices. Native peoples-a clear racial category- face 
genocidal policies ail across the planet, as ever more sophisticated pro
grams carry forward environmental destruction , forced sterilization, and 
population displacement. W omen of color confront multiple and layere_d 
(intersectional) assaults: trafficked, coerced into sex work and domestic 

work on a global leveL th 
and refugees. Women's and:LGB1J.,1B:t11111IIII 
lonial and neoliberal regimea to jùatily. 
negrophobia, and other forma of radstn. 
"homonationalism" to analyze thia phen 

These pr~i~s are not separate from ea:bétber. 
are. co-constitutive of what we call global racùùity.dültetfœ!iati 
rac1sm ~e _al~o c~cial to many forms of reaïstanœto irieqdality. 
and social mJustice today (Pile 1997; Bacchetta forth ming) 
of this book is to develop new approaches andmeth:ofan~ 
these rapi~y shifting p_atterns of conflict. Today, many~t 
~chola~ship are grappling with planetary configurations of powi 

mg racial power. The scholars included here offer multiple app 
can speak to one another through sets of common concerna around 
racializ~tion: and raci~m. This work is part of a larger effort organmfd 
the Umvers1ty of California Center for New Racial Studies (UO 
aimed at engaging the central place of race, racialization, and racism~
world today.3 

As the organizers of this collective project, we are interested in reseaœà, 
that explores the global contexts of race and empire, past and pœsen: 
Although racial formation takes vastly different forms across cultural, spi:-' 
tial, and historical contexts, it also exhibits strong continuities, especiàlly 
in given sites: consider immigration restriction as it has repeated itself over 
time in the US; consider the repeating patterns of scientifi.c racism over tune; 
consider the rationalizations imperial powers have offered over and over 
again for their repression and violence; consider the increasing globality of 
anti-racist resistance, whose origins lie in resistance to slavery and conquest; 
in abolitionism, and in struggles against imperial conquest and settlement: 
W e want to put these transnational forms of consistency and of differenœ in 
conversation with one another. In addition, we are interested in questions of 
racial identity and racialized experience in the global context of imperiàlisni 
and its afterlives. W e are exploring the overlaps and discrepancies between 
colonial and postcolonial regimes and their oppositions. And we are 
cinated by decoloniality, which we understand as the process of undoiag 
colonialism, or perhaps never succumbing to it. 

New Racial Studies 

New racial studies rethink earlier paradigms of race, racializati 
racism to offer new perspectives that can more adequately 
ing racial formations.4 Race has always been glohll matter. bQJ 
ars, activists, journalists, and others are struggling to make of 



~-~ 
· and reconstituted at all 

, . . c:onstantlY beiJ18 challlengedal and national, to the global 
iliat ue ·cal to the oc 
the social psychologt ulture as well. 

and iJ1 the realm of c "d i·s that of post-raciality . -~• economy, · ant 1 ea 
.MOU- ,._.. today the donun t·ons daim that their socie-In many p,-~.. · manY na 1 

ts and dominant grou~s ~ . and have even left behind the 
Govermtten 'al discnn11nation " 1 bl" dn ,, .._ traJlSCended raa times called co or m ess 
ties uave p t racialism, some 1 . . . 
-....-nt of race itself. os - . il 2014), works to egitumze rac---r S Bonilla-S va d d · 
t---.-dally in the U ; see . . s of racism, an to un ermme 
\'-r-- press cntique 
.t.... poli.des» to weaken or sup . ( )colonial and racial oppression, .- a1l . ongomg neo 
the movements ch engmg . ality For instance, in the US, resurgent 

1 • · andmequ · 
repression, ~ mtaaon, . movements have confronted the enduring 
Native Amencan sov~re~gnty Th have attracted a great deal of popular 
power of settler ~olomal~sm. e:ialist feminist, and so on). This support 

rt (transracial, enVIronm ' . f 
suppo ~ rth ming in earlier times. Claims o post-raci-

uld not have been 10 co . 
wo . le i·n state and corporate repress1on of these ali h played a ma1or ro 

ty ave d th h also been made by supporters of Indian struggles . 
struggles, an ey ave . 1· 

7 bil. ati·on against the Dakota Access Pipe me, led by The 2016-201 mo iz . . 
1 t the Standing Rock Reservation m North and South the Lakota peop e a . . . 

d • · d by numerous other Native Amencans and alhes, was Dakota, an 1ome 
the most prominent recent example. . . 

I al Claims of post-raciality are an md1spensable component n gener , . . ,, 
of the effort to carry out "accumulation through dispossess1on (Harvey 
l004). The US govemment, big. o~, a~d Wall Street . see~ to perpetuate 
white settler amnesia about colomahsm m North Amenca, m or der to push 
.forward the same project of physical and cultural genocide their predeces 
sors began long ago. Post-racialism bolsters the prison industrial complex 
that targets African-Americans and other people of color in the US, justify
ing racialized institutions whose continuity with the legacy of slavery has 
been widely recognized (Alexander 2012; Forman 2017; Blackmon 2009: 
DuVernay2016). In manyparts ofEurope, where present struggles against 

racism are rooted in anti-coloniality, anti -orientalism, and decoloniality , 

post-racialism works to stigmatize and thereby prevent discussions of ra c

ism, Islamophobia, and immigrants ' rights, dismissing, dimin ish ing , and 

delegitimizing any attention that is paid to race. While racism cont inu es 

to be built into the social structure , post -racialism reduce s it to a ques

tion of"'bad" or "immoral" behaviors or attitudes on the part o f indi vidu als 

whose conduct and expression is deemed exceptional . At man y sit es acro ss 

the globe today, post -racialism works to support the ongo ing produ ction 

of social death and premature death . A critical literature has em erged on 

die ccmtral.ity of death to postcoloniality and racism, both fast death -vi a 

vioJena, in terd iction and anti-immigrant policies , and perpe tual 

war against the global South and Eut--and :alow, dea~ 
structural adjustment policies, austerity, polièiei that.fum, 
necropolitics (Mbembe 2001; Gilmore 2007; de Genova2011

1
Sm, 

The writers included in this book engage with these questions, âplo 
how racialized identities and experiences are produced acrosa different.rep 
isters in a global context. Severa! chapters offer a·transnational approaœ 
raciality that is both sensitive to local specificities and explores how notions 
of race travel across national borders. For example, Padma Maitl~ · 
chapter on Dalit communities in India highlights the connections that 
Dalits themselves have established between their own strugg1es · and 
African-American conditions and resistance. No one who took part in the 
United Nations World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination, 
Xenophobia and Related Intolerance, held in Durban, South Africain 2001, 
could have missed these links, due to the massive participation of Dalit 
people at the event. Bettina Ng'weno and Lok Siu's chapter explores racial 
constructions of blackness and Asianness that are rearticulated through 
imaginaries of national identities and histories in Mexico. By compar-
ing the racial visibility and invisibility of Asian and "Latin" Americans of 
African descent, they reveal both the variations and the parallels that shape 
racialization processes. Greg Burris focuses on global racial imaginaries 
linking the US with Israel-Palestine; he addresses the emergence of Black 
Palestinian solidarities in the context of Black Lives Matter, Ferguson-Gaza 
solidarity movements, and related mobilizations against white supremacy. 
He traces the ways these circuits of settler colonial policing and violence 
have tended to converge, especially in recent years. 

Other chapters focus on the dynamism of race, racialization, and racism 
by demonstrating how established models of race lag behind shifts on the 
ground. Indeed, theories of race cannot keep pace with the empirical data 
they study! Qui te often, predominant racial discourses draw on entrenched 
notions of race that have been challenged and surpassed, that have not only 
been ignored by scholars but have also occulted in everyday life. Hareem 
Khan 's research on images of the "new Indian woman," as represented in 
advertisements for skin-lightening creams, demonstrates the obligation 
that race researchers face. Khan engages with how the creams are both con

sumed and resisted by Indian women as they negotiate notions of colorism, 
class , religion, national identity, and modernity. What may at first glance 

look like remnants of the past are shown to have remarkable continuity. In 
beauty parlors, advertising, and family life, women's bodies, women's skin, 
is made and remade under conditions of social and political struggle. 'Ihis 
is actually a very current, emergent manifestation of race and racism that 
draws on earlier notions, revitalizes them, and makes them relevant for tht 
current context. 



1 et notably in the global Norm, me 

In a nwnber of places across the P f r' ulticulturalism in general, hoth 

di:scourseofdiVèrsityandinclusion,~ 
0 

:rmines anti-racist conscious

promotes pos~-raci~i 5t ideolo!:is : .diversity and multiculturalism 

ness and mobdizati??·::e studies that interrogate the containment, 

are countered by critic t f dia.erence The work of Haritaworn 

· don and manage.men ° u• • ::c:.r;r:3) o~ .. murderous inclusion,,, which invokes the price paid by t~e 

su "included., -notably women and queers ofcolor who remain 

pposedly_ · ~~ ularly relevant to a number of contexts today. 
subject to violence-1s peu uC . 

Vijay Prashad's chapter, which began as 1!1e k:ynote ~or the_UCCNRS con-

ference, directly addresses questions of divers1ty and mdus1on on a hroad, 

comparative scale. 5 

One set of race, racialization, and racism discourses and pr~ctices 

th • articularly salient today, within and across many countnes, is 

at is p h il ' ds M 1· . 
Islamophobfa. The genealogy of Western ost 1~ tow~ us rms 1s :ery 

long-standing;6 in some ways it represents a pnmordi_al form of rac1sm. 

In orientalist (and perforce colonialist) discourses and m popular culture, 

Islamo hobia may be said to have constituted the Wes_t, at le~st in part 

(Said 1:79). In other words, orientalism is bound up With occ1d~ntalism 

(Makdisi 2014). This Jegacy is reconstructed _and re~~ed today m order 

to sustain "security" states' domestic and fore1gn pohc1es. Heterogeneous 

societies with Muslim minorities have their own complexities. Mamdani 

bas shown how Muslims are divided into "good,, and "bad,, subjects across 

the global North (Mamdani 2004). Looking at India, Bacchetta has deci

pbered a three-fold model for Muslims in Hindu nationalist discourse: 

Muslims as ex-Foreign invaders; Muslims as ex-Hindu converts; and daims 

that Muslims are actually Hindu. 7 Working on the US, Maira demonstrates 

that in the post-9/11 era Muslim Americans have been scapegoated in a 

racistfasbion while simultaneously being recruited through appeals to reli

gious multiculturalism, particularly if they perform the ro1e of the "good 

Muslim" citizen (Maira 2016). Across Europe and the US, racialization 

and religion are globally intertwined. Toere are new forms of collaboration 

and coordination among states in counterterrorism programs; these target 

the racialized figure of the Muslim and Arab as a security threat, the male in 

particular, but (as Fanon analyzed decades ago), increasingly the females. 

The "bad" Muslims and Arabs are the subject of moral panic whipped up 

o stoke fears about terrorists 1urking within or crossing national borders, 

rhich must be fortified and policed. 

In the US Islamophobic rhetoric has dominated the media to such an 

rtent, especially since 9/11 in 2001, that it has become "common sense." 

was therefore easily deployed as a blatant pillar of Donald Trump' s suc 

ssful 2016 presidential campaign. Across the globe - but especially in the 

West-Islamophob· i Introduction • 7 

ist fi~re gets cons~c~e~e:iered and queered such 

seeking virgins in the s ~ oversexed and that the male terror

be a victim of her mal ky, While the femaJe terr ~ally frustrated subject 

subject in her own righ: [;unterparts, an aliena:st figure is imagined to 

In many countries a uar 2007; Bacchetta forth accomplice, or an evil 

of racialized Islam f; ;ro~s the global North and Scoming). 

b. or 1ore1gn and d outh . the biliza' • 
su 1ugation occurs in tand . omestic policies of , . al mo tion 

ferently racialized and ;m Wlth social Panic about ~ac1 and military 

black and Mexican ( gMen ~red, domestic population o I erh, somewhat dif-

. . . or exican-Am · s. nt e US daim 
imm1gration have long been u d encan) criminality and illi' ·t• M . s of 
b di se to sust · h · ex exican 

o es. Aggressive policing is on th axn t e policing of black and b . 

bas encountered its most f; . e upsurge under Trwn The . rown 

form of the Black Lives Ma~::~le anti-racist oppositi~~ in ;::;;~;t~te 

lenge to the normalization of the ra:~:ent._ ~BLM ,?as posed a public chai~ 

and mass incarceration and h . . pohc1es of stop and frisk" pol· . 
• as Jomed ·th h 1c1ng 

to oppose _other white supremacist olic: ot er anti-racist movements 

ex-felon disenfranchisement (M p s, such as voter suppression and 

Although they vary in f; ovem~n_t for Black Lives 2017) . 

t t' f orm, secuntization d . 
u ive o many nation-states bey d th an carcerality are consti-

McKinson 's chapter demonstrate~: ~ US. In this volume, Kimberley 

and race play out in Jamaica in th ow ideas about criminality, policing, 

· t d • e context of urb . . • 
Jec e to surveillance disc1·p1· d an commumties sub-

, me, an even in · b · 
research speaks to what she ll h vas1on y security forces. Her 

. ca s t e post-9/ll . 
new or mtensified practices of rac ·a1· . . . secunty moment inwhich 

c " . 
1 1zation c1tizensh · d di • 

10 r a new orientation to the stud fBI ' . 1P, an sc1pline call 

A h 
yo ackhves" 

t t e same time, we are livin in a . . 
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upon the eliminatio~ or d' e e m settler colonial histories, that rely 
isappearance of native b di d h 
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~xpenmen~al, tned out on both domestic and foreign racialized popula

t10ns._ Fo~ mstance, a number of scholars demonstrate how carcerality is 

co~sht~h~e of the US state. As Angela Davis points out, prisons are not just 

an mstitution created to manage a "social problem" of black criminality; 
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included here .;;; and decoloniality. In this introductory 1be ~pire, p0stcolont 
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'pts and discuss how they are articulated ~ ~- these four conce -uame 
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Global Racialities 

1:he concep_t of global raciali_ty is.the book's starting point. We use it to signal not sunply a comparative "1.ew of raciality in different countrles, but also the multiple and differential, interseèting and co-constituting, constru~tion~ of ~ac~, pr~cesses of racialization, and practic~s of racism as they mamfest m distinct sites across the planet. Acrossthe world, race èatego-ries are constructed according to vatyi~g criteria, while 'they also overlap in complex ways. Racist practices, too; are rtot always identical from one context to another. Raciality is prodùced not in isolation but rather in connection with other contextual relations of 1fower, such ·as colonialism and empire, capitalism, gender, sexùality, class> caste, queerphobia, religion, indigeneity, ageism, and disability. The race concept takes on different meanings across space and time, and in relation to scattered hegemonies; this is what racial formation theory is ail about. · · · Ail the chapters included here address global radality; generally they do so in comparative frameworks, based on research càrried out ln a t,articular, or in multiple national sites. Sorne tackle global raciàlity more theoretically, but these pieces also tefer to particular sites. Padma Maitland' s chapter addresses · situated processes of racialization and manifestations of racist practices that are constructed around caste oppression, repression, exploitation, and inequality in India. Maitland's research on Dalit communities in India that are oppressed by caste demonstrates the powerful connections made by Dalit Buddhists with the Black Panther Party in their analysis of the links between race and caste.9 In their advocacy for radical self-emancipation, the Dalit have situated ·themselves in a global struggle for equality. 
The chapter by Paola Bacchetta; Fatima El-Tayeb; and Jin Haritaworn focuses on the intellectual and political labor of ·. subaltem racialized subjects in Europe: lesbian, queer, and transgender people of color are generally erased in accounts of conditions of power and of social movement activisms. Y et, as these co-authors demonstrate, bringing their conditions, critiques, activisms, and creative practices into relief actually helps to clarify multiplicities of relations of power in their current situation. The legacies of colonialism and colonial identity, and the comprehensive presence of capitalism, racism, gender, and sexuality ail structure the conditions under which these subaltern racialized subjects live. 
The co-construction and imbrication of raciality with multiple relations of power is also demonstrated in Hareem Khan,s discussion of notions of the "modern Indian woman" in national culture and in neoliberal consumption and marketing practices. Indeed, today we have recoutse to a 
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0 She traces the legacies of the Haitian . al .na1 planta 10 • natJ011 f the caribbean . 1 national politic s. Her chapter makes a , 
biStD'!_1° roject in po~tcolot: 1 racialities to th e h istories of empire, coionias p t for link1ng g o a , keY ~e~ and decoloniality. 

pc,stc:olonial1ty, 

e,,,pire . bas a]ways been a racially inflected term, . 
.&L· modern world emthpirbe ·nning of the European "age of empire~_ ID u.ie · ·t {rolfl e egt 1 C d '1bil w,s apfü:J B the seventeenth century, as asas an.' 

. the ~th a. n~UtYb· "y Charles V of Spain whether the Indiant, JJJ . .J~~ttns e,ore 'al' ;. 11~ •• J.at.t14 wete ~ 1984· Carrière 2003). Race, rac1 iza-, ~~- ... ..:,un: (Todorov , · d h' · ail wttt bu,natl_ "":;,.y largely recognized as soc1ally an istonc Y. 
tJoa, and ,ac:ilJll 

~b•ll 

"constructedn ..,,.romain deeply intertwined. wlth modemity. lmp~, colonlallsm; and detcolonit.llty. 
.Oifferent racl•t practke !I emcrged from multiple f.omu of CQ\Qnialismincluding adminiatrative and ecenomi.c œl.oniali&m, ~r eokniialitm. and deterritorializod forma of empire. Today; notably in the United Statu. imperialism is disavowed, and flexiblet more implie itly than explicitly ru,. ist; and deterritorialize.d racial regin:ie• are the norm. And so the wor\4 retains its highly racialized system of rule ; Work on the. US empire bu highlighted the ways in which US rule .evolv~d from earlier Europeap modes of territorial coloniàlism, while pre.servï.ng many of theif core fea,. tures and rhetorical tropes. The US reliance on covert or l":roxy wara ,. and on client regimes around the world, ail repre$Cnt variations on:themes pio-neered by the British and other European empires; For mu.ch of the globe, notions of benevolent imperialism have shrouded the violence of ëolonial rule and expansionism in the language-of. hum.anitariani:sm. 'Ibis :pattern has the effect oflegitimizing wars and imperial.conquest as aèts ofrescumg 

or liberating racialized others (Singh,2017; Bacevi&2009). · ,.'.· 
Other similar examples-all relevant to this volume-inc.4ide •Ofti-

cial French pronouncements about Africa, as seen in Nkolù .Satko'ZJf& 
infamous speech in Dakar (Sarkozy 2007), or the recent law according 
to which French colonialism in Algeria must be taugbt in .. a way that 
places France in a positive light (Agence France-Presse2008 ). Letusalso . 
take note of the way in which the US has justified military o.ccupation in 
Afghanistan and Iraq. Drawing its tropes from the history of settler colo
nialism in North America, the US has framed mass killing and ,genoddal: 
violence as missions of democratization: "Wekome to ln)un countt:y,"' 
journalist Robert Kaplan reports being told as he stepped o,ff the plane at 
Baghdad Airport (Kaplan 2005, 4). The codename for the US Seàl 1:eam 
mission that killed Osama bin Laden in 2011 was "Operation G,eténimo ." 
U nderlying these logics of empire is a notion of exceptionalism th.at con◄ 
jures up the US as a beacon of freedom, democracy, . and peace, eve.n as it 
enforces its "way oflife" on others, domestically and globàll:y,..withviolent 
force, and even as it daims to be a garrison nation itself 'Under siege' and 
facing threats (Stoler 2006). 

A substantial debate persists over the qualities aml extent .0f. empil:e 
in relation to neoliberal capitalism, militarization, , sovereignty, and state 
power (Bacevich 2017, 2009; Harvey 2004). Race .and racis.m·are some
times acknowledged in this literature, and often ignored et sidelined, 1he 
ongoing presence of genocide, incorpora,tion, and, forced a$Simi1ation. ot 
disappearance reveal thatmanywho live under reghnes of se.ttler colonial
ism and military occupation are not yet postcolonial, if indeed they "wiU 
ever be. Modern empire and colonial rule created racialboundaties in \aw,. 
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"other". that is a cor.e ideological component of racism, a racist project ( Om.i 
and Wmant 2015, 128). These are the ·everyday structure f 1:: · u th ·t 

d · d h Willi . s o .1ee ng a ufnl'tie~~(rl98wO)at th am Appleman Williams described as "cm.pue as a way 
o 

1 

~. . , or at RobertBellah etal. (2007 [1985)) called"habitsofthti' 
heart that infuse and accompany structures of difference and domination. 
Imperia! feelings, or the complex of psychological and pollttcal beionglng 
to empire, are often unspoken, but always present (Maira 2009). 

Sometimes though, racial affect takes the fonn of anti~racismt resistance 
or solidarity among or with racialized others. This rejection tnight involve 
repudiating the status of "othetness," or-embracing it as an; alternate and 
perhaps radical form of solidarity.12 

Building on these insights, Russo's chapter on solidarity activism exam
ines movement demonstrations and nonviolent resistance as affective 
anti-racism; some ofher key examples are organized actsof ritual mourning, 
or risk-taking gestures of sacrifice or cooperation. She-stud.i.es movements 
that challenge imperial practices, such as torture in Guantanamo and Abu 
Graib, the persecution of immigrants, and the use of death squads and 
desaparici6n. She shows how resistance practices expose the racial affect 
undergirding US national security policies, imperial violence, and policing 
both on the US border and internally; 

Today, the US-and other nation-states-are engaged inwhat tliey label 
a global "waron terror"; they are politically structured as "national security 
states ." That imperial construct merges multiple racialized frameworks, 
reassembling the age-old binaries: human vs. inhuman; civilized vs. uncivi
lized; modern vs. anti-Western; believer vs. heathen; and-fit vs. un.fit for 
global capitalism and neoliberal democracy. Research in new racial studies, 
including the chapters here, analyzes the contemporary . politica\ situation, 
the afterlife (or genealogy) of empire, across geopolitical and cultural con
texts, and from a range of disciplinary and interdisciplinary perspectives. 

Postcoloniality 

Current scholarship focusing on race, including the writing in this book, 
has benefitted tremendously from an engagement with postcolonial theory, 

· which addresses current conditions across much of the planet. Postcolonial 

theory ranges across the disciplines in the humanities and sotial sciences. lt 
was initiated primarily in South Asia, notably as Subaltern Stu.dies,, ànd also 
had an early presence in franco.phone .Africa, ptior to spreading around 
the world and reaching the US. In the social l!ciences, postcolonial tb.eory 
emerges from dependency theory, born in.Latin America, and from wotld

systems theory, which has an African Studies; p.rovenance. W orld-systems 

theory has generally Marxist ancl Luxeml:),'1fgian rootS; coloniality of power 

approaches (Enrique Dussel, Walter Migaolo ,,NelsonMaladonado-Tones) 
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place too much emphasis on füe period from the nineteenth,century until 
today. lnstead, for decolonial themists the last 500 years are crucial to any 
real understanding of today. 1• 

Within the field there are also many developments that diTectly shape 
global raciality. For instance, in an important article, drawing on a host of 
feminist and queer scholarship across the globe on gender and sexuality 
under colonialism, Maria Lugones (2008) proposes the concept of a calo" 
niai gender system to account for how coloni:alism: imp'osed the ·co\onizers~ 
gender and sexual normativities, outlawed or otherwise suppressed prior 
gender and sexual practices, and continues harmfully to restrict çlefi:ni
tions, disq~urses, and practices of gender and sexuality tQday in colonized 
and postcolonial sites. For Lugones, coloniality and gender cann,ot be sep
arated; they are part and parcel of the same system. Feminist and queer 
scholars wp.o are concerned with women's and queer liberation acto!>S the 
globe, then, need to work to decolonize gender and sexuality . 

Related to decolonial theory, a tra~snational clust~r of scholars working 
in an area that can loosely be called epistemologies of the global S~µth($),, 
are making major contributions to the study of global racialities as_ they 
emphasize alternative epistemologies, especially in the form of indigenoùs 
and other subaltern knowledges and knowledge productions (Smith.1999): 
A broad critical literature on current manifestations of coloniality, baSt!d on 
the standpoints of the subaltern subject, is appearing across the globe. New 
approaches, concepts, and political logics are being developed as places 
where southern epistemologies of subjugation and resistance contend. 
Consider the man y movements of the "poors," the occupied, the colonized, 
in which their autonomy, creativity, and courage are at work (Desai 2002; 
Desmarais 2007). In many respects, though, decolonial thèory's greatest 
contribution is its identification of spaces, places, practices, and discourses 
that are outside the colonial, and indeed postcolonial, r:egimes. There are 
important overlaps with critical race . theory here, notably the focus on 
"infrapolitics" (forms of action and thought that ruling regimes çannot 
access) , and the challenge to Eurocentrism (Chakrabarty 2007). 

In this volume, Lee-Oliver's chapter develops some of these critical 
concerns, looking at how coloniality, race, history, and the supposedly 
postcolonial present are understood in the dominant ideology of US his
tory and US national "development." These frameworks of 'sett.lement 
and conquest-the American "frontier," "homesteading," etc.-inevitably 
clash with decolonial and subaltern understandings. ~ee-Oliver demon
strates how the hegemonic historical construction of .indigenous · people 
in the US, which is a gendered; sexed, and racialized framework, informs 

the logic of exceptionalism that operates today in US ,dowestic and'foteign. 
policies of occupation, invasion, and expansion. She shows how whlteness 
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Introductloii • t:7 
9. The relation. between rac:e and caste ù itself a worldwlde pbc.nommon. At Maltlaad 

notes, B.R. Ambedkar, the founder of the Dallt movement, wu ln toucb ln t.946 
with W ,B.B. Du Bois, whose treatment of c;a:ste 1s extensive. For example, ln Black 
RtconstrucHon in America, Du Bois (1998 ll935}, 30) summarlzes bis book's tbeme: Tuen carne this battle called Civil War, beginning ln Kansas ln 18S4, and endlng in the presidential election of 1876-twenty awful years. lhe slave went free; stood a brief moment in the sun; then moved back again toward slavery. Tue wbole weight of America was thrown to color caste. Tue colored world went down befote England, France, Gennany, Russia, ltaly and America. A new slavery uose. '!be upward moving of white labor wu .betrayed lnto wars for profit baaed on color caste. Democracy died save ln the hearts of black folk. 
See also Coi (1948) . On Atnbedkar, see ViSWànathan (1998). 10. Tue term "homonationalism" was presented by Jasbir Puar (2007). 1t refers to the ways ln 
which liberal politics lncorporate certain queer subjects lnto the nation-state, notably by 
means of the legal recognition of LBGT rights, such as the rlght to marry and to serve ln 
the armed forces. Puar argues thatthis incorporation bas hegemonic dimensions, vindicat
ing Western power structures and iniperial projects. She also· points to homonationalism's 
orientalism: its assumptions about Muslims as uniformly homophobie and its association 
of terrorism with this linkage. Sm.iifar racist tropes can be found in US and other imperial 
associations of Muslims and misogyny. V arious LGBT and feminist groups have adopted 
these linkages, thereby associating themselves with the US wars in Iraq and Afghanistan for 
example, or with the "war on terror" in Europe and the US. See a1so Reddy (2011) . 

11. As examples, consider the operation of racial/ethnie boundaries in South America, Soùth 
Asia, and Israel-Palestine. On ethnie boundaries, see Barth 1998 [19691. 12. Consider Dr. King' s linkage of the black movement with the Greek concept of agape-all
embracing love- as one kind of affective repudiation of othemess. Ariti-racist national
isms, such as the national liberation movements embraced by Fanon, Cabral, an:d others, 
appear from this standpoint as a refiguration or rearticulation of racist "'othering," an 
affective racial "belonging" (King 1957; Fanon 1966; Cabral; 1973). On •othering and 
belonging" see powell (sic) and Menendian (2016). 13. No categorization of postcolonial thinkers can be fully accurate, much less complete. 1here 
are two additional examples of important w<;>rk in this area. Achille Mbembe (2009 should 
be included here but does not fit neatly into the various currents listed. His approach to 
precarity and repression in Africa is clearly linkèd to postcolonial thougbt, as the very 
title of his best-known work suggests. But his concems invoke thinkers such as Giorgio 
Agam ben (2005), who addresses the "state of exception" and the denial of social and politi
cal rights in postcolonial regimes. Ananya Roy (Roy et al. 2016) is an urban planner who 
has written on India, but she is not a subalternity theorist; rathet, she focuses on poverty, 
precarity, austerity, and neoliberalism in the global South-and explores decoloniality. In 
our view, both Mbembe and Roy are postcolonial theorists and both are attentive to ractsm 
in the periphery and semiperiphery of today's world-system (W allerstein 2011). 14. This perspective embodies an occidentalist perspective of its own, which its· advoèates 
only sometimes realize. In terms of race, such decolonial theorists as Mignolo insist that 
Western colonization, notably in the Americas; was key to the production of racial catego-
ries that continue and are reworked in the current racial order. · 
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